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Vocabulary Term Definition 

Accessories Built-in programs that come with Windows XP, etc. 

Active Cell Selected cell in an Excel spreadsheet. 

Alignment 
In Word, the position of the text in a document relative to the margins. In Excel, the 

position of the text in a cell relative to the cell edges, such as left, center, or right. 

Antivirus Software 
Software that searches executable files for the sequences of characters that may cause harm 

and disinfects the files by erasing or disabling those commands. 

Application Software 
Software that enables you to perform specific computer tasks, such as document 

production, spreadsheet calculations, database management, and presentation preparation. 

Arithmetic Operators 
 In formulas, symbols that perform mathematical calculations, such as plus (+), minus 

(-), Multiply (*), Divide (/), or Exponentiation (^). 

Attachment 
A file, such as a picture, audio clip, video clip, document, worksheet, or presentation, that 

is sent in addition to an e-mail message composed by typing in the message window. 

Back Up To save files to another location in case you have computer trouble and lose files. 

Bibliography List of sources that you consulted or cited while creating a document. 

Blog 
Informal journal created by an individual or a group and available to the public on the 

Internet. 

Bold  Formatting applied to text to make it thicker and darker. 

Browser  Program designed to access the Internet. 

Compact Disk (CD) Optical storage device that can contain programs, music, movies, or personal files. 

Cell Intersection of a column and a row in a worksheet, datasheet, or table. 

Center Alignment in which an item is centered between the margins. 

Chart  
Graphical representation of numerical data from a worksheet that makes it easier to seen 

patterns, trends, and relationships 

Click Press and release the left mouse button once. 

Clip Art  Collection of predesigned graphic images. 

Command  Type of input that instructs the computer how to process data.  

Computer  
Electronic device that accepts input, processes data, displays output, and stores data for 

retrieval later. 

Computer Network  
Hardware and software that makes it possible for two or more computers to share 

information and resources. 

Copy  
Place information onto the Clipboard in order to paste it in another location but also leave it 

in the original location. 

Cut  
Remove information from a file and place it on the Clipboard, usually to be pasted into 

another location. 

Data Words, numbers, figures, sounds, & graphics that describe people, events, things, & ideas.  

Database  
Collection of information stored on one or more computers organized in a uniform format 

of records and fields. 

Delete  Permanently remove an item from a document. 

Desktop  
Screen that appears when you first start Windows XP, providing access to your computer's 

programs and files and to the Internet. 
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Document  Electronic file that you create using a program such as Word or WordPad. 

Drive Device that reads and saves files on a disk and is also used to store files. 

Edit Change the content or format of an existing file. 

Electronic Mail Technology that makes it possible to send and receive messages through the Internet. 

Electronic Spreadsheet Computer program that performs calculations and presents numeric data. 

File 
Electronic collection of stored data that has a unique name, which distinguishes it from 

other fields. 

Folder Area on a disk that contains a collection of files and/or other folders to help organize files. 

Font Typeface or design of a set of characters. 

Hard Copy Printed copy of computer output. 

Hardware Physical components of a computer. 

Home Page The first web page that opens every time you start Internet Explorer/web browser. 

Inbox  Mail folder that stores all incoming mail. 

Input  Data or instructions you type into the computer. 

Internet  Network of connected computers and computer networks located around the world. 

Keyboard Most frequently used input device; consists of main keyboard, keypads, and function keys. 

Line Spacing Amount of space between lines of text. 

Log In Sign in with a user name and password before being able to use a computer. 

Margin The blank area between the edge of the text and the edge of a page. 

Memory Set of storage locations on the main circuit board that stores instructions and data. 

Menu List of related commands in a program. 

Mouse 
Pointing device with a rolling ball on its underside and two or more buttons for clicking 

commands. 

Network 
Two or more computers that share data and resources and which are connected to each 

other and to peripheral devices. 

Open To start a program or retrieve and display a file. 

Operating System 
Computer program that controls the basic operation of your computer and the programs 

you run on it. 

Output Result of the computer processing input. 

Paste Inserts items stored on the Clipboard into a document. 

Personal Computer Computer typically used by a single user in the home or office for general computing tasks. 

Pointer Small arrow or other symbol on the screen controlled by a pointing device. 

Previewing Prior to printing, see onscreen exactly how the printed document will look. 

Printer 
Computer component that produces a hard copy of the text or graphics processed by the 

computer. 

Program 
Task-oriented software that you use for a particular kind of work, such as word processing, 

spreadsheets, or data management. 

Save Store a file permanently on a disk or to overwrite the copy of a file that is stored on a disk. 

Scroll 
Use the scroll bars or the arrow keys to display different parts of a document in the 

document window. 

Search Engine Special websites that search the Internet for websites based on words or phrases entered. 
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Sender Computer that originates the message in data. 

Software 
Intangible components of a computer system, particularly the programs that the computer 

needs to perform a specific task. 

Spell Check 
Feature in document production software that helps avoid typographical and grammatical 

errors. 

Table Grid consisting of rows and columns of cells that you can fill with text and graphics.  

Uniform Resource 

Locator (URL) 
The web page's address. 

User Name 
First part of an e-mail address that identifies the person who receives the mail that is sent to 

this e-mail address. 

Virus Harmful program that instructs a computer to perform destructive activities.  

Web Page 
Document located on another computer you can view over the Internet and often contains 

words, phrases, and graphics. 

Website Group of web pages focused on a particular subject. 

Window 
Rectangular frame on a screen that can contain icons, the contents of a file, and/or other 

usable data. 

Word Processing Program Software program that includes tools for entering, editing, and formatting text and graphics. 

 


